
Have you downloaded all of The Wooden Bear's FREE Monthly Printables, and now you're wondering, 
"How in the world do I make these?!"  We thought it would be good to give a simple tutorial for those 

of you who have never used printable fabric sheets, or those of you who are just a little intimidated.  
If you know how to print a document from your computer, then you have already completed 95% of 

your training!  It's that easy!

WB Tutorial

What are Printable Fabric Sheets?
The printable fabric sheets we use are from 
The Electric Quilt Company (EQ), and they are 
called EQ Printables Inkjet Fabric Sheets.  They 
are basically a 200-thread count piece of cotton 
fabric mounted on a sheet of plastic backing.  
The backing helps feed the sheet through your 
printer, and also helps keep the fabric ends from 
fraying.  There are other brands out there that 
you are certainly welcome to try.  I tested a few 
others, and this is the one that I liked the best.  
Why?  In short, it fed easily through my printer, 
the print quality was best (more vibrant), and 
the thread ends didn't fray when I peeled the 
plastic backing from the back.  

EQ Printables Inkjet Fabric Sheets come in 
packs of 6 sheets and packs of 25 sheets.  See 
our website, under Sewing Tools & Supplies, 
for pricing.  Please note, these are for INKJET 
printers, not laser.
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How to Use 
Printable Fabric Sheets



How to Print to Printable Fabric Sheets
These are the basic instructions for using printable fabric sheets.  If you use a brand other than EQ 
Printables Inkjet Fabric Sheets, be sure to read the manufacturer's instructions for any variation.

1.   First, open your document to be printed.  
2.   Load a fabric sheet into your printer, just as you 

would paper.  Make sure to place your sheet so that 
the image will print on the fabric side.  (For ex-
ample, in my printer, sheets must be facing down 
when placed in the tray.)

3.   Select to print your document.  When the print 
dialog box appears, see Figure 1 below, just take 
note of the settings shown.  Make sure you're print-
ing ONLY the page that contains the graphic, and 
make sure you are printing Actual size.  Then 
click on Properties.  Proceed to step 4.

Make sure you are only 
printing the page with the 
graphic to the fabric sheet.  
You don't want to waste 
the sheets by accidentally 
printing the wrong page.

Make sure to print "Actual size", so 
your graphics will be the correct 
size for your project.  

Next, click on "Properties" for more settings options.

Figure 1

Please Note: Your print dialog box may not look exactly like the one shown below.  Different printer brands will 
have a different look, but the options are generally the same.
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4.   Your Printer Properties box will appear.  See Figure 2.  It may look slightly different than the one 
shown below, but here you can adjust the quality and paper settings, if needed.  This is something 
that is different for every printer, so find what works best for YOUR printer.  I set mine to high or 
best quality, but if that seems like too much ink, select standard.  I prefer to select a thick paper 
setting, such as Premium Presentation Paper Matte, or cardstock.  When you have all of your set-
tings ready, select OK to print!

Steps 1 through 4 above look long and 
intimidating 

because I wanted to be sure 
to give you any additional tips that 

might help, but...

the short version is: 
load sheet, push print!

For "Paper type," I like to 
choose either cardstock 
or "Premium Presentation 
Paper Matte" (which is a 
cardstock-type paper).

For "Quality," I choose the 
highest quality.

Figure 2

Closeup of a printed sheet.  You can see the texture of the 
100% cotton fabric.
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Sewing with Printable Fabric Sheets
Before you start sewing, just a little tip I have learned the hard way.  This fabric can definitely be 
ironed, but I have found that if I iron too long, or at too hot a temperature, it will discolor the block 
slightly.

1.   Let your sheet dry for approximately 15 minutes, then peel the plastic backing from your fabric 
sheet.  EQ has you soak your printed sheet in room temperature water for ten minutes.  This is 
meant to lift off any excess ink.  Lay the sheet flat on a towel to dry, then lightly iron.  I'll be honest, 
if I'm making a mostly decorative project that won't be washed frequently, I usually skip this step 
and just start sewing! 

2.   Cut your block to size, as instructed in the pattern.  For all of our Little Quilts Monthly Freebies, 
you simply cut along the edge of the graphics.
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3.  Sew your block into your project, as instructed in the pattern.

Yes, that's it!

There are so many wonderful things 
you can make.  We will have TWELVE 
months worth of FREE graphics along 
with some projects for you to try.  Every 
month's graphics are the same size as the 
others, so you can interchange the graph-
ics to make the different projects.  This 
drawstring bag, shown at right, was made 
using the instructions from our February 
Monthly Freebie.  Each month has TWO 
sizes of graphics that you can use for a 
variety of projects.  February bags, in two 
sizes, are shown below.  

Here you see the first border being added to the "So 
Stinkin' Cute!" small graphic to be made into the 
Small Drawstring Bag.  (See the February Monthly 
Freebie for instructions.)  Remember, the block is 
100% cotton!  It's like sewing any other piece of 
fabric.

Above you can see the few parts it takes to make the draw-
string bag.  Side, top, and bottom blocks were added to the 
printed block.  Just add a back, two pieces of fusible fleece, 
and two strands of ribbon or jute for the drawstring.

The Finished Product!
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Designed by Kelly Mueller of The Wooden Bear

WB Monthly Freebies
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Go to our website and click on Free Stuff near the bottom of our home page.  These can also be found under Little Quilts 
Monthly Table Toppers on our Patterns page.  We have 12 months worth of free graphics along with several projects 

for you to make!  All graphics are the same size each month, so they can be interchanged to make the different projects.  
Make pillow ornaments, pincushions, towels, mug mats, or design your own cute project!



Other Designs by The Wooden Bear 
Using Printable Fabric Sheets

You can purchase some of these fun designs that also use printable 
fabric sheets!   Our Patterns a la Carte (shown at right) have several 
designs to choose.  The Simply Saying pattern, shown below, comes 
with all three designs.  Each of these patterns comes with a disc with 
all instructions and graphics, or they can be purchased as download-
able e-patterns from our website.
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